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By Davis , Chuck

Chuck Davis, Vancouver, 1996. Soft Cover. Condition: New. Updated & Revised Edition. STILL
SEALED 1996 Large Paperback book . Updated & Revised 1996 Edition . BRAND NEW from 1996
publisher . Never opened , Never marked . Still Sealed in the original publisher's shrink wrap ; you'll
be the first to unwrap it . Book size : 8-1/2" wide x 10-1/2" tall x 1-1/4" thick ; weighs over 3 pounds .
This fascinating book has more than 370 articles on every aspect of life in the city of Vancouver
Canada and surrounding areas , up through the late 90s . the entire metro area of Vancouver and
surrounding areas . Chronology . neigbbourhood histories . famous clocks . including The Gastown
Steam Clock , which is a draw for people from around the world . famous boats . famous buildings .
origins of place names . school names . and street names . local authors & their books . Includes
stories about the Canucks NHL hockey team, the B.C. Lions football team and the former Grizzlies
NBA basketball team . Info on the places to ski, swim, hike, golf, bowl and bike . weather,
population, education, business and industry, the...
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ReviewsReviews

This type of book is everything and taught me to hunting ahead of time and more. It is actually rally interesting throgh looking at time period. You can
expect to like just how the article writer write this publication.
-- Murphy Price-- Murphy Price

Definitely one of the best ebook We have possibly go through. It usually does not charge a lot of. I am just pleased to inform you that this is actually the
greatest ebook i have got study in my own lifestyle and may be he greatest publication for actually.
-- Ms. Patsy D'Amore III-- Ms. Patsy D'Amore III
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